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1. Walk all of the pathways
2. Find the bobcat eating a quail in the museum
3. Meet George the Gopher Snake
4. See four different species of birds at the birdfeeders
5. See Wilson the Peregrine Falcon on a walk
6. Attend a program hosted by Nature Center Staff
7. Count three different sturgeon at the sturgeon pond
8. Catch a glimpse of a mink
9. Crawl through the hollow log and jump around the stepping stumps
10. See the salmon in the summer
11. Ask a staff member a biology question
12. See three different pollinators in the Butterfly Garden
13. Take a picture at the owl cutouts
14. Find the queen bee in the beehive
15. See Splashy AND Yertle the painted turtles
16. Learn what a beaver pelt feels like in the Nature Center
17. Find a crayfish
18. Read every sign at the side of the path
19. Measure yourself on the sturgeon bench
20. Spot a Great Blue Heron
21. Take a picture in the Eagle nest
22. Look for foot prints in fresh snow
23. Dip your fingers in the water near the petroglyph rock (cold as a mountain stream)
24. Learn something new at the kiosk
25. Sit at a bench and enjoy the sounds of nature
26. Use the Penny Smasher
27. See deer as they rest at the Nature Center
28. Crawl into the shelter by the compost pile
29. Smell a flower or sagebrush (without picking it)
30. Write on the visitor board something that you enjoyed doing at the Nature Center